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Overview

• Goals

• Measure public health from social media

• (Background: Google flu trends)

• Contributions

• Health-specific message filters. 

• Topic model (plus supervision!) to discover/infer 
people talking about ailments on Twitter

• Exploratory analysis of correlations against ground-
truth survey and illness tracking data from CDC

• Keyword frequencies perform best!
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Funnel underlying
social-media-as-measurement

1. People segmented by geography or time 
have internal states (health, employment)

2. Some use social media service

3. Some write messages, conditioned on 
user’s internal state

4. Researcher runs NLP algorithm
(manually defined keywords? topic 
model?)

5. NLP output, segmented by geography or 
time

What
actually
happens

Inference
we
want

Or different models: media attention and common causes
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What they did

• Collect tweets

• Classify for health-relatedness.  

• P,R = 68,72

• Are errors independent of QOI?

• Geolocate: GPS plus user-supplied profile info

• they open-sourced their system

• Topic model

• Correlate geo/temporal aggregates of tweet 
inferences, against CDC indicators
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Geolocation:  “Carmen”

• http://www.cs.jhu.edu/~mpaul/files/aaai13_geo.pdf

• Uses user-supplied “location” field in profile, 
compares to Yahoo Geolocation API
(a placename => place entity linker)
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Model  (“ATAM”)

• Switching (vector averaging) to combine word 
distributions

• Contrast to multiplicative (log-additive) 
combinations.  (other papers by Paul; Eisenstein; 
Roberts; Gourmley; etc.)

• Want to combine word distributions

• Background

• Ailment (symptom, treatment, other)

• non-ailment Topic
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Data collection/filtering

• There is no such thing as unsupervised analysis.  Defining your 
dataset = critical human supervision.  This part of the paper 
indicates extensive work and thought into the problem.  Without 
this everything else would fail.

• General tweets, plus more selected (queried) by 20,000 health-
related keyphrases from websites (plus “sick”, “doctor”)

• 20 health issues (“ailments”) from WebMD

• Each issue has multiple articles about it (not clear .. the website 
defines a tagging/taxonomy?)

• Remove messages containing URLs (some of my papers do this 
too -- twitter {with, without} URLs are very different corpora) 

• Message classifier: About the user’s health?

• NOT: news, ads, non-English, or ambiguous

• Human labeling (MTurk) => 5138 labeled messages
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Model
• Briefly say that LDA conflates topics and ailments in prelim experiments

• Made-up example:    “damn flu, home with a fever watching TV”

• Ailment Topic-Aspect Model

• Generative model of message texts, with latent variables

• Every message has one ailment.

• The set of ailments (i’ll call the “ontology”) is pre-defined from WebMD 
articles (not unsupervised!!!)

• An ailment’s unigram dists are prior-biased towards dist from a set of WebMD 
article about it

• This prior is the only reason these have any interpretation as “ailments” !!!

• Otherwise it’s just a meaningless latent variable which may learn something 
meaningful, but you have to figure out -- like latent topics usually are

• An ailment has 3 different worddists (three “aspects”)

• symptom worddist,  treatment worddist,  general/other worddist ... defined by the 
20k keyphrases dictionary, which is from a different health website besides 
WebMD, it sounds like.

• Words in a tweet are either from the background, or from a topic, or from 
an ailment vocabulary.

• Extra twist: message ailment affects the topic selection for non-ailment words (e.g. 
flu => talk about TV?)
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Compare

• single-membership unigram LM (Naive Bayes), 
matching each tweet against WebMD articles’ 
worddist, to identify the ailment.  Is this kind of 
what the model is doing?  How different is it?

• the model adds more variability: you can talk about 
things other than the ailment.

• since i think the supervision from webmd seems 
important, i wish i had a sense how well this would 
do.  maybe it would have lousy lexical coverage?
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Twitter, and we find that many health topics correlate with
existing survey data. Our specific contributions are: (1) we describe
a current end-to-end framework for data collection and analysis,
which includes multiple data streams, keyword filters, and
supervised classifiers for identifying relevant data; (2) we analyze
a set of 144 million health-related tweets that we have been
downloading continuously since August 2011; (3) we provide many
previously unpublished details about the creation of our classifier
for identifying health tweets and details of ATAM, our specialized
health topic model, including procedures for large-scale inference;
(4) we evaluate this framework and topic model quality by
comparing temporal and geographic trends in the data with
external data sources. We experiment with both a basic topic
model and ATAM, as well as individual keyword filters for
comparison. This article is an extension of an earlier unpublished
technical report [25] and includes a longer explanation of ATAM
and LDA, more technical detail such as the Gibbs sampling
update equations, and more experimental comparisons between
various approaches than any of our previous studies on this
subject.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
The work described in this paper was reviewed by the

Homewood Institutional Review Board at Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity and received an exemption since all data is publicly available.

Data Collection
We used two Twitter datasets from different time periods. The

first is a collection of over 2 billion tweets from May 2009 to
October 2010. [5] We used this dataset in earlier experiments [24]
which were used to inform our current data collection process.
The second collection comes from Twitter’s streaming API [26]
starting in August 2011 until February 2013, a daily average of 4
million tweets. We select all tweets that match any of 269 health
keywords as well as 1% of public tweets. The selection of these 269
keywords was made by identifying words strongly associated with
the collection of health-related tweets used in our previous study
[24] and manually removing non-informative terms.

We collected 20,000 keyphrases related to illnesses, symptoms,
and treatments from two websites. [27–28] We added ‘‘sick’’ and
‘‘doctor’’ and removed spurious keywords. These keyphrases were
used for our health filter and to identify symptom and treatment
words as described below. We selected words from consumer-
oriented websites because the language is more likely to match the
informal language used in social media as compared to language
used in literature intended for medical professionals.

We additionally collected articles concerning 20 health issues
from WebMD:[29] allergies, anxiety, asthma, back pain, breast
cancer, COPD, depression, diabetes, ear infection, eye health, flu,
foot injuries, heartburn, irritable bowel syndrome, migraine,
obesity, oral health, skin health, and sleep disorders. As described
below, these articles were used to guide model inference. These
conditions were selected among the most popular health topics
featured on the homepage of WebMD, excluding topics such as
sexual conditions that were not commonly discussed health topics
in Twitter, based on a preliminary topic model analysis. Within
each health condition, we collected all articles that contained
information describing the condition and its symptoms and
treatments.

Data Filtering
We filter data to identify health tweets. Keyword filtering, which

is used to obtain the data, is insufficient; e.g., ‘‘I’m sick of this’’ and
‘‘justin beber ur so cool and i have beber fever.’’ [8] Instead, we
rely on supervised machine learning classification to filter tweets.

We filtered tweets from 2009–2010 with 20,000 keyphrases and
randomly annotated a subset of the remaining 11.7 million tweets
using Amazon Mechanical Turk, a crowdsourcing service, [30–31]
to distinguish relevant health tweets from spurious matches.
Workers annotated examples as positive (about the user’s health),
negative (unrelated, e.g. news updates or advertisements, or not
English), or ambiguous. To ensure quality, we annotated a sample
ourselves and required workers to annotate some of these ‘‘gold’’
tweets, which allowed us to check annotator accuracy and exclude
inaccurate workers. Second, each tweet was labeled by three

Figure 1. The graphical model and generative story for ATAM.
The graphical model representation of ATAM using plate notation,
followed by the ‘‘generative story’’ description of the model. In the
graphical model, the variable z denotes the topic index, and the
Bernoulli variables x and , are switch variables indicating whether a
word is an ailment or topic word and whether a word is background
noise. These three variables do not appear in the conditional likelihood
because they have been summed out. A is the number of ailments, Y is
the number of aspects, Z is the number of topics, D is the number of
documents, and Nm is the number of tokens in document m. In the
generative description, ‘‘Dir’’ refers to the Dirichlet distribution.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103408.g001

Discovering Health Topics in Social Media
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Twitter, and we find that many health topics correlate with
existing survey data. Our specific contributions are: (1) we describe
a current end-to-end framework for data collection and analysis,
which includes multiple data streams, keyword filters, and
supervised classifiers for identifying relevant data; (2) we analyze
a set of 144 million health-related tweets that we have been
downloading continuously since August 2011; (3) we provide many
previously unpublished details about the creation of our classifier
for identifying health tweets and details of ATAM, our specialized
health topic model, including procedures for large-scale inference;
(4) we evaluate this framework and topic model quality by
comparing temporal and geographic trends in the data with
external data sources. We experiment with both a basic topic
model and ATAM, as well as individual keyword filters for
comparison. This article is an extension of an earlier unpublished
technical report [25] and includes a longer explanation of ATAM
and LDA, more technical detail such as the Gibbs sampling
update equations, and more experimental comparisons between
various approaches than any of our previous studies on this
subject.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
The work described in this paper was reviewed by the

Homewood Institutional Review Board at Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity and received an exemption since all data is publicly available.

Data Collection
We used two Twitter datasets from different time periods. The

first is a collection of over 2 billion tweets from May 2009 to
October 2010. [5] We used this dataset in earlier experiments [24]
which were used to inform our current data collection process.
The second collection comes from Twitter’s streaming API [26]
starting in August 2011 until February 2013, a daily average of 4
million tweets. We select all tweets that match any of 269 health
keywords as well as 1% of public tweets. The selection of these 269
keywords was made by identifying words strongly associated with
the collection of health-related tweets used in our previous study
[24] and manually removing non-informative terms.

We collected 20,000 keyphrases related to illnesses, symptoms,
and treatments from two websites. [27–28] We added ‘‘sick’’ and
‘‘doctor’’ and removed spurious keywords. These keyphrases were
used for our health filter and to identify symptom and treatment
words as described below. We selected words from consumer-
oriented websites because the language is more likely to match the
informal language used in social media as compared to language
used in literature intended for medical professionals.

We additionally collected articles concerning 20 health issues
from WebMD:[29] allergies, anxiety, asthma, back pain, breast
cancer, COPD, depression, diabetes, ear infection, eye health, flu,
foot injuries, heartburn, irritable bowel syndrome, migraine,
obesity, oral health, skin health, and sleep disorders. As described
below, these articles were used to guide model inference. These
conditions were selected among the most popular health topics
featured on the homepage of WebMD, excluding topics such as
sexual conditions that were not commonly discussed health topics
in Twitter, based on a preliminary topic model analysis. Within
each health condition, we collected all articles that contained
information describing the condition and its symptoms and
treatments.

Data Filtering
We filter data to identify health tweets. Keyword filtering, which

is used to obtain the data, is insufficient; e.g., ‘‘I’m sick of this’’ and
‘‘justin beber ur so cool and i have beber fever.’’ [8] Instead, we
rely on supervised machine learning classification to filter tweets.

We filtered tweets from 2009–2010 with 20,000 keyphrases and
randomly annotated a subset of the remaining 11.7 million tweets
using Amazon Mechanical Turk, a crowdsourcing service, [30–31]
to distinguish relevant health tweets from spurious matches.
Workers annotated examples as positive (about the user’s health),
negative (unrelated, e.g. news updates or advertisements, or not
English), or ambiguous. To ensure quality, we annotated a sample
ourselves and required workers to annotate some of these ‘‘gold’’
tweets, which allowed us to check annotator accuracy and exclude
inaccurate workers. Second, each tweet was labeled by three

Figure 1. The graphical model and generative story for ATAM.
The graphical model representation of ATAM using plate notation,
followed by the ‘‘generative story’’ description of the model. In the
graphical model, the variable z denotes the topic index, and the
Bernoulli variables x and , are switch variables indicating whether a
word is an ailment or topic word and whether a word is background
noise. These three variables do not appear in the conditional likelihood
because they have been summed out. A is the number of ailments, Y is
the number of aspects, Z is the number of topics, D is the number of
documents, and Nm is the number of tokens in document m. In the
generative description, ‘‘Dir’’ refers to the Dirichlet distribution.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103408.g001
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Twitter, and we find that many health topics correlate with
existing survey data. Our specific contributions are: (1) we describe
a current end-to-end framework for data collection and analysis,
which includes multiple data streams, keyword filters, and
supervised classifiers for identifying relevant data; (2) we analyze
a set of 144 million health-related tweets that we have been
downloading continuously since August 2011; (3) we provide many
previously unpublished details about the creation of our classifier
for identifying health tweets and details of ATAM, our specialized
health topic model, including procedures for large-scale inference;
(4) we evaluate this framework and topic model quality by
comparing temporal and geographic trends in the data with
external data sources. We experiment with both a basic topic
model and ATAM, as well as individual keyword filters for
comparison. This article is an extension of an earlier unpublished
technical report [25] and includes a longer explanation of ATAM
and LDA, more technical detail such as the Gibbs sampling
update equations, and more experimental comparisons between
various approaches than any of our previous studies on this
subject.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
The work described in this paper was reviewed by the

Homewood Institutional Review Board at Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity and received an exemption since all data is publicly available.

Data Collection
We used two Twitter datasets from different time periods. The

first is a collection of over 2 billion tweets from May 2009 to
October 2010. [5] We used this dataset in earlier experiments [24]
which were used to inform our current data collection process.
The second collection comes from Twitter’s streaming API [26]
starting in August 2011 until February 2013, a daily average of 4
million tweets. We select all tweets that match any of 269 health
keywords as well as 1% of public tweets. The selection of these 269
keywords was made by identifying words strongly associated with
the collection of health-related tweets used in our previous study
[24] and manually removing non-informative terms.

We collected 20,000 keyphrases related to illnesses, symptoms,
and treatments from two websites. [27–28] We added ‘‘sick’’ and
‘‘doctor’’ and removed spurious keywords. These keyphrases were
used for our health filter and to identify symptom and treatment
words as described below. We selected words from consumer-
oriented websites because the language is more likely to match the
informal language used in social media as compared to language
used in literature intended for medical professionals.

We additionally collected articles concerning 20 health issues
from WebMD:[29] allergies, anxiety, asthma, back pain, breast
cancer, COPD, depression, diabetes, ear infection, eye health, flu,
foot injuries, heartburn, irritable bowel syndrome, migraine,
obesity, oral health, skin health, and sleep disorders. As described
below, these articles were used to guide model inference. These
conditions were selected among the most popular health topics
featured on the homepage of WebMD, excluding topics such as
sexual conditions that were not commonly discussed health topics
in Twitter, based on a preliminary topic model analysis. Within
each health condition, we collected all articles that contained
information describing the condition and its symptoms and
treatments.

Data Filtering
We filter data to identify health tweets. Keyword filtering, which

is used to obtain the data, is insufficient; e.g., ‘‘I’m sick of this’’ and
‘‘justin beber ur so cool and i have beber fever.’’ [8] Instead, we
rely on supervised machine learning classification to filter tweets.

We filtered tweets from 2009–2010 with 20,000 keyphrases and
randomly annotated a subset of the remaining 11.7 million tweets
using Amazon Mechanical Turk, a crowdsourcing service, [30–31]
to distinguish relevant health tweets from spurious matches.
Workers annotated examples as positive (about the user’s health),
negative (unrelated, e.g. news updates or advertisements, or not
English), or ambiguous. To ensure quality, we annotated a sample
ourselves and required workers to annotate some of these ‘‘gold’’
tweets, which allowed us to check annotator accuracy and exclude
inaccurate workers. Second, each tweet was labeled by three

Figure 1. The graphical model and generative story for ATAM.
The graphical model representation of ATAM using plate notation,
followed by the ‘‘generative story’’ description of the model. In the
graphical model, the variable z denotes the topic index, and the
Bernoulli variables x and , are switch variables indicating whether a
word is an ailment or topic word and whether a word is background
noise. These three variables do not appear in the conditional likelihood
because they have been summed out. A is the number of ailments, Y is
the number of aspects, Z is the number of topics, D is the number of
documents, and Nm is the number of tokens in document m. In the
generative description, ‘‘Dir’’ refers to the Dirichlet distribution.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103408.g001
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model to explain non-ailment topics, but also includes a model to
filter out background noise and a specialized ailment model that
incorporates symptom and treatment information.

Under our model, each tweet d is categorized with an ailment
ad = i with probability gi. Each word token n in tweet d is
associated with two observed variables: the word type wdn, and a
label ydn that we call the ‘‘aspect’’ which denotes whether the word
is a symptom word, treatment word, or anything else – a general
word. The y variables are given as input; the dataset is labeled
using the list of 20,000 symptom and treatment keyphrases
described above. Each word token in a tweet is generated as
follows.

N Background model: The word is assumed to be back-
ground noise (binary random variable ,dn) with probability 1–
l, and it is a non-background word with probability l. If the
word wdn = v is background noise, it has probability QB,jv,
where ydn = j. The background word distributions are shared
across the entire dataset and each aspect has a separate
distribution.

N Topic model: Non-background words are either an ailment
word with probability pd or a non-ailment topic word with
probability 1–pd (binary random variable xdn). If it is a topic
word, then the word’s probability is given by the standard
LDA model: the word is associated with topic zdi = k with
probability hdk, and the topic k generates the word wdn = v
with probability wT,kv. Each topic has its own word
distribution.

N Ailment model: If the word is an ailment word, then the
word probability depends on both the tweet’s ailment label and
the token’s aspect label. The ailment ad = i generates the word
wdn = v with probability wA,ijv, where ydn = j. Each ailment has
three separate word distributions for general words, symptom
words, and treatment words. The distributions of ailment
words is thus structurally different from the distributions of
topic words, which do not distinguish symptom and treatment
words from others.

Having separate word distributions for each aspect is an idea
borrowed from the Topic Aspect Model (TAM), [38] in which
topics in a topic model are decomposed into multiple aspects
(similar to ‘‘cross-collection’’ [39–40] or ‘‘multi-view’’ [41] topic
models). We thus call our model the Ailment Topic Aspect Model
(ATAM). Conditioned on the parameters and the ailment ad = i,
the likelihood of a word token wdi under ATAM is:

P(wdn~vDad~i,ydn~j,h,w,l,p)~

(1{l)wB,jvz Background model

l!(1{p)(
X

k

hdkwT ,kv)z Topic model

pwA,ijv" Ailment model

As in LDA, we place Dirichlet priors over the model
parameters. These prior probabilities are formulated as follows.

N Word priors: We place informative priors over the word
distributions to incorporate knowledge from external resources
into the model: in this case, a Dirichlet distribution centered
around the word distribution found in the WebMD articles.
Specifically, for the ailment i and each aspect j, wA,ij is
distributed according to Dirichlet (bi), where bi = si*mi such
that mi is a vector of the empirical unigram word distribution
in the WebMD articles pertaining to the ith ailment, and si is a
scalar precision parameter. This encodes an a priori belief that
the ailment word distributions are likely to match the word
distributions in these health and medical articles. The precision
s controls the degree of this belief and can be automatically
adjusted to optimize marginal likelihood. We fix b = 0.01 for
the non-ailment distributions.

N Topic priors: Each document’s topic distribution hd has a
Dirichlet (ai) prior, where the document ailment variable
ad = i. That is, there is a separate ai vector for each ailment
value, so the document’s prior over topic distributions depends

Table 3. Pearson correlations between various Twitter models and keywords and CDC BRFSS data for various diet and exercise risk
factors.

Activity Exercise Obesity Diabetes Cholesterol

ATAM .606 .534 2.631 2.583 2.194

LDA .518 .521 2.532 2.560 2.146

‘‘diet’’ .546 .547 2.567 2.579 2.214

‘‘exercise’’ .517 .539 2.505 2.611 2.170

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103408.t003

Table 4. Pearson correlations between various Twitter models and keywords and CDC BRFSS data for various serious illness risk
factors.

Cancer Tobacco Heart Disease Heart Attack

ATAM .030 .069 .043 .080

LDA 2.045 2.005 2.069 2.023

‘‘cancer’’ 2.037 2.180 2.232 2.181

‘‘surgery’’ 2.049 .188 .021 .060

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103408.t004
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message d, ailment i, token n within message

ad 20-class: ailment for this message

wdn OBSERVED word for nth token of doc d

ydn OBSERVED 3-class aspect: symptom, treatment, or other

zdn Topic for this token

�B,j background dist for class y = j

mi OBSERVED, the WebMD worddist for ailment i

si FIXED? scalar controlling webmd prior strength

�i = simi asymm Dir prior for ailment’s worddist

�A,ij ⇠ Dir(�i) ailment’s worddist

↵i ailment’s topicdist prior (concentration fixed??)

✓d ⇠ Dir(↵ad) topic dist for doc

� FIXED to 0.2, rate of non-background words

⇡ rate of ailment vs. topic words

(If this is really 
high, this part 
approaches 
supervised NB)
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biased, asymmetric dirichlets

• library(gtools)

• barplot(rdirichlet(1, c(1, 1, 1)), ylim=c(0,1))

• barplot(rdirichlet(1, c(.1, .1, .1)), ylim=c(0,1))

• barplot(rdirichlet(1, c(10,1,1)), ylim=c(0,1))
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Modeling notes/questions

• collapsed gibbs sampling: easier than it looks!  seriously.  CGS’s simplicity is a major 
reason to use dirichlet-multinom models.

• hyperparam inference

• large scale tricks: parallelization, subsamples

• i didn’t at first understand definition of aspects y.  seems important.  but it sounds 
like they’re from the 20,000 keyphrases drawn from different health websites.  
these keyphrases are partitioned into symptoms vs treatments, i guess.

• how much do posterior phis deviate from webmd prior?  (how much does the 
supervision do?)  If not much, this isn’t “discovery”.  If it’s a reasonable amount lot, 
maybe we should think of it as “lexicon enrichment”, since the ontology is 
essentially fixed?

• in general, how much do you get out of the latent variable modeling?

• COMPARE: single-membership unigram LM (Naive Bayes), matching each tweet against 
WebMD articles’ worddist, to identify the ailment.  Is this kind of what the model is 
doing?  How different is it?

• Is this a paper about unsup learning, or a paper about smart message classification plus 
smart use of lexical knowledge resources?  smart use of lex knowledge is pretty great, so 
that’s ok too!

14
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annotators and the final label was determined by majority vote,
removing the 1.1% of examples where the majority vote was
ambiguous.

This yielded a set of 5,128 tweets (36.1% positive) for training
data to create a classifier for health relevance. We trained a binary
logistic regression model using the MALLET toolkit [32] with n-
gram (1#n#3) word features. We tokenized the raw text such that
contiguous blocks of punctuation were treated as word separators,
with punctuation blocks retained as word tokens. We removed
tweets containing URLs, which were almost always false positives.

We tuned the prediction threshold using 10-fold cross validation
to result in an estimated 68% precision and 72% recall, a balance
of precision and recall. Applying this classifier to the health stream
yielded 144 million health tweets, a nearly hundred-fold increase
over our earlier study of 1.6 million tweets. [24].

Location Filtering. For experiments that require geographic
information, we used Carmen, a Twitter geolocation system. [33]
Carmen relies on a combination of GPS coordinates from mobile
devices and user-supplied profile information (e.g. ‘‘NYC’’, ‘‘The
Big Apple’’) to determine the location (city, county, state, country)
associated with each tweet, when possible.

Model Descriptions
Our approach to identifying health topics is based on the

framework of probabilistic topic modeling [34] for text analysis.
We describe two such topic models.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Latent Dirichlet Allo-
cation (LDA) [35] assumes that a text document has some
probability distribution over ‘‘topics,’’ and each such topic is
associated with a distribution over words. Topics are not observed
as input, rather they are inferred. Topic models are unsupervised
models; they can be thought of as automatically clustering words
into topics and associating documents with those topics.

LDA posits that each word (token) n in a document d has a
variable wdn that represents the observed word type (i.e. a
dictionary entry) as well as a latent topic variable zdn. Under this
model, a word token is generated by randomly sampling a value
zdn = k from the document’s topic distribution hd, then sampling a
word type wdn = v from the topic k’s word distribution wk. Given
the parameters h and w, the marginal probability of a word under

the LDA model is: P( wdn~ vD h d , w ) ~
X

k

h dk w kv.

Figure 2. Top words associated with ailments and topics. The highest probability words for a sample of ailments and non-ailment topics. The
top ten general words are shown for ailments along with the top five symptom and top five treatment words. The top ten words are shown for
topics. The names of the ailments and topics are manually assigned by humans upon inspection of the associated words.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103408.g002
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Results

• i’m really confused: does ATAM discover 
ailments or are they predefined to 20 with 
webmd priors?

• in general i’m not understanding the semantics 
of the model ... what parts of it are intended to 
do what, with how much supervision?

• topic coherence (learned word cluster) human 
evaluation, vs LDA: 11/18 good?
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Results

• (Note: granularity affects correlation results!!  e.g. my icwsm 
2010 paper)

• Flu: correlate messages to CDC ILI at weekly granularity, all-USA

• Allergies: correlate messages to Gallup survey, at weekly 
granularity, all-USA

• Geographic trends: diet/exercise correlation against BRFSS 
(behav. risk factors, phone survey)

• Keywords do better than topic model’s inferences?

• Conclusion notes: topic model helps with keyword identification (my 
experience too)

• My Q: are keywords subsumed by WebMD worddists?  Or higher 
precision?  Or...?

• Keywords’ efficacy likely depends on supervised filter pipeline
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model to explain non-ailment topics, but also includes a model to
filter out background noise and a specialized ailment model that
incorporates symptom and treatment information.

Under our model, each tweet d is categorized with an ailment
ad = i with probability gi. Each word token n in tweet d is
associated with two observed variables: the word type wdn, and a
label ydn that we call the ‘‘aspect’’ which denotes whether the word
is a symptom word, treatment word, or anything else – a general
word. The y variables are given as input; the dataset is labeled
using the list of 20,000 symptom and treatment keyphrases
described above. Each word token in a tweet is generated as
follows.

N Background model: The word is assumed to be back-
ground noise (binary random variable ,dn) with probability 1–
l, and it is a non-background word with probability l. If the
word wdn = v is background noise, it has probability QB,jv,
where ydn = j. The background word distributions are shared
across the entire dataset and each aspect has a separate
distribution.

N Topic model: Non-background words are either an ailment
word with probability pd or a non-ailment topic word with
probability 1–pd (binary random variable xdn). If it is a topic
word, then the word’s probability is given by the standard
LDA model: the word is associated with topic zdi = k with
probability hdk, and the topic k generates the word wdn = v
with probability wT,kv. Each topic has its own word
distribution.

N Ailment model: If the word is an ailment word, then the
word probability depends on both the tweet’s ailment label and
the token’s aspect label. The ailment ad = i generates the word
wdn = v with probability wA,ijv, where ydn = j. Each ailment has
three separate word distributions for general words, symptom
words, and treatment words. The distributions of ailment
words is thus structurally different from the distributions of
topic words, which do not distinguish symptom and treatment
words from others.

Having separate word distributions for each aspect is an idea
borrowed from the Topic Aspect Model (TAM), [38] in which
topics in a topic model are decomposed into multiple aspects
(similar to ‘‘cross-collection’’ [39–40] or ‘‘multi-view’’ [41] topic
models). We thus call our model the Ailment Topic Aspect Model
(ATAM). Conditioned on the parameters and the ailment ad = i,
the likelihood of a word token wdi under ATAM is:

P(wdn~vDad~i,ydn~j,h,w,l,p)~

(1{l)wB,jvz Background model

l!(1{p)(
X

k

hdkwT ,kv)z Topic model

pwA,ijv" Ailment model

As in LDA, we place Dirichlet priors over the model
parameters. These prior probabilities are formulated as follows.

N Word priors: We place informative priors over the word
distributions to incorporate knowledge from external resources
into the model: in this case, a Dirichlet distribution centered
around the word distribution found in the WebMD articles.
Specifically, for the ailment i and each aspect j, wA,ij is
distributed according to Dirichlet (bi), where bi = si*mi such
that mi is a vector of the empirical unigram word distribution
in the WebMD articles pertaining to the ith ailment, and si is a
scalar precision parameter. This encodes an a priori belief that
the ailment word distributions are likely to match the word
distributions in these health and medical articles. The precision
s controls the degree of this belief and can be automatically
adjusted to optimize marginal likelihood. We fix b = 0.01 for
the non-ailment distributions.

N Topic priors: Each document’s topic distribution hd has a
Dirichlet (ai) prior, where the document ailment variable
ad = i. That is, there is a separate ai vector for each ailment
value, so the document’s prior over topic distributions depends

Table 3. Pearson correlations between various Twitter models and keywords and CDC BRFSS data for various diet and exercise risk
factors.

Activity Exercise Obesity Diabetes Cholesterol

ATAM .606 .534 2.631 2.583 2.194

LDA .518 .521 2.532 2.560 2.146

‘‘diet’’ .546 .547 2.567 2.579 2.214

‘‘exercise’’ .517 .539 2.505 2.611 2.170

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103408.t003

Table 4. Pearson correlations between various Twitter models and keywords and CDC BRFSS data for various serious illness risk
factors.

Cancer Tobacco Heart Disease Heart Attack

ATAM .030 .069 .043 .080

LDA 2.045 2.005 2.069 2.023

‘‘cancer’’ 2.037 2.180 2.232 2.181

‘‘surgery’’ 2.049 .188 .021 .060

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103408.t004
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Ailment Topic Aspect Model (ATAM). Preliminary LDA
experiments discovered health-related topics around ailments but
many other topics as well. For example, some topic clusters would
correspond to symptom terms that could be associated with many
illnesses.

Consider the example sentence, ‘‘damn flu, home with a fever
watching TV.’’ It contains two words relevant to the ailment of flu
(‘‘flu,’’ ‘‘fever’’), one of which is a symptom. It also contains words

that are not about the ailment but are topically related (‘‘home,’’
‘‘watching,’’ ‘‘TV’’), which might be described by a ‘‘stay at
home’’ topic. Finally, it contains common words that would not be
described with a particular topic or ailment (‘‘damn,’’ ‘‘with,’’
‘‘a’’).

We developed a model that explicitly labels each tweet with an
ailment category and distinguishes ailment words from other
topics and non-topical words. Our model includes a standard LDA

Figure 4. Allergies over time. The monthly rate of influenza as estimated by the volume of tweets assigned to the allergies topics and keywords
alongside the rates given by the Gallup phone survey (solid black line). Gallup data after April 2012 does not exist, so we duplicated the same rates
from the previous year (05/2011–02/2012). All rates are standardized (z-scores) so that they are comparable on the y-axis.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103408.g004

Table 2. Pearson correlations between various Twitter models and keywords and Gallup allergy survey data for two time periods.

08/11–04/12 08/11–02/13

ATAM .810 .479

LDA .705 .366

‘‘allergy’’ .873 .823

‘‘allergies’’ .922 .877

The earlier period is the original data, while the data after April 2012 is from the previous year (05/2011–02/2012).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103408.t002
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Each word is conditionally independent given the parameters.
LDA is a Bayesian model in which there are also distributions
(priors) over the parameters h and w, given by Dirichlet
distributions with hyperparameters a and b.

In our experiments, we use a variant of LDA that includes an
additional ‘‘background’’ word distribution to model common,

non-topical words, which can produce less noisy topics. [36–37]
This model assumes that each word is generated under the
standard LDA model with probability l, while with probability 1–
l the word comes from the background distribution. This concept
is also in ATAM, described below.

Figure 3. Influenza over time. The weekly rate of influenza as estimated by the volume of tweets assigned to the influenza-like illness topics and
keywords alongside the rates given by the CDC ILINet (solid black line). The better of the two LDA topics is shown. All rates are standardized (z-scores)
so that they are comparable on the y-axis.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103408.g003

Table 1. Pearson correlations between various Twitter models and keywords and CDC influenza-like illness (ILI) surveillance data
for three time periods.

2011–12 2012–13 2011–13

ATAM .613 .643 .689

LDA (1) .670 .198 .455

LDA (2) 20.421 .698 .637

‘‘flu’’ .259 .652 .717

‘‘influenza’’ .509 .767 .782

The two LDA rows correspond to two different LDA topics.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0103408.t001
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Feature Removed A/I S/O
n-grams 0.6701 0.8440
Word Classes 0.7735 0.8549
Stylometry 0.8011 0.8522
Pronoun/Last Noun 0.7976 0.8534
Pro-Drop 0.7989 0.8523
Numeric Reference 0.7988 0.8530
Pronoun/Verb 0.7987 0.8530
Flu Noun Before Verb 0.7987 0.8526
Noun in Question 0.8004 0.8534
Subject,Object,Verb 0.8005 0.8541

Table 3: F1 scores after feature ablation.

5 Experiments

We begin by evaluating the accuracy on the bi-
nary classification tasks and then measure the re-
sults from the classifiers for influenza surveillance.
We created precision recall curves on the test data
(Figure 1), and measured the highest F1, for the
three binary classifiers. For A/I and S/O, our addi-
tional features improved over the n-gram baselines.
We performed feature ablation experiments (Table
3) and found that for A/I, the word class features
helped the most by a large margin, while for S/O
the stylometry and pro-drop features were the most
important after n-grams. Interestingly, S/O does
equally well removing just n-gram features, sug-
gesting that the S/O task depends on a few words
captured by our features.

Since live data will have classifiers run in stages
– to filter out not-related tweets – we evaluated
the performance of two-staged classification. F1
dropped to 0.7250 for A/I and S/O dropped to
0.8028.

5.1 Influenza surveillance using Twitter

We demonstrate how our classifiers can improve in-
fluenza surveillance using Twitter. Our hypothesis
is that by isolating infection tweets we can improve
correlations against government influenza data. We
include several baseline methods:
Google Flu Trends: Trends from search queries.7

Keywords: Tweets that contained keywords from
the DHHS Twitter surveillance competition.
ATAM: We obtained 1.6 million tweets that were
automatically labeled as influenza/other by ATAM

7http://www.google.org/flutrends/

Data System 2009 2011
Google Flu Trends 0.9929 0.8829

Twitter

ATAM 0.9698 0.5131
Keywords 0.9771 0.6597
All Flu 0.9833 0.7247
Infection 0.9897 0.7987
Infection+Self 0.9752 0.6662

Table 4: Correlations against CDC ILI data: Aug 2009-
Aug 2010, Dec 2011 to Aug 2012.

(Paul and Dredze, 2011). We trained a binary classi-
fier with n-grams and marked tweets as flu infection.

We evaluated three trends using our three binary
classifiers trained with a reduced feature set close to
the n-gram features:8

All Flu: Tweets marked as flu by Keywords or
ATAM were then classified as related/unrelated.9

This trend used all flu-related tweets.
Infection: Related tweets were classified as either
awareness or infection. This used infection tweets.
Infection+Self: Infection were then labeled as self
or other. This trend used self tweets.

All five of these trends were correlated against
data from the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention (CDC) weekly estimates of influenza-like
illness (ILI) in the U.S., with Pearson correlations
computed separately for 2009 and 2011 (Table 4).10

Previous work has shown high correlations for 2009
data, but since swine flu had so dominated social me-
dia, we expect weaker correlations for 2011.

Results are show in Table 4 and Figure 2 shows
two classifiers against the CDC ILI data. We see
that in 2009 the Infection curve fits the CDC curve
very closely, while the All Flu curve appears to
substantially overestimate the flu rate at the peak.
While 2009 is clearly easier, and all trends have
similar correlations, our Infection classifier beats the
other Twitter methods. All trends do much worse in

8Classifiers trained on 2011 data and thresholds selected to
maximize F1 on held out 2009 data.

9Since our data set to train related or unrelated focused on
tweets that appeared to mention the flu, we first filtered out ob-
vious non-flu tweets by running ATAM and Keywords.

10While the 2009 data is a 10% sample of Twitter, we used a
different approach for 2011. To increase the amount of data, we
collected Tweets mentioning health keywords and then normal-
ized by the public stream counts. For our analysis, we excluded
days that were missing data. Additionally, we used a geolocator
based on user provided locations to exclude non-US messages.
See (Dredze et al., 2013) for details and code for the geolocator.

• Supervised classifier for flu tweets, with

• Flu related vs. not 

• Concerned Awareness vs. Infection

• Self vs. Other

Supervised to predict CDC ILI trends 
from search query frequencies

ATAM to label flu-related tweets

Sup learning
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